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Abstract：  In the history of Chinese traditional drama, the word "drama" has its original meaning and its history of meaning's 
changing. The researchers in 20th century had ignored the fact and their textual researches about the origin of Chinese 
traditional opera are unilateral. 
  
Like the words "Xi"（戏,play） and "Ju"（剧,theater）, the word "Xi-ju"（戏剧,Drama） includes two kinds of meaning, 
to act and to play. However, many researchers have only paid attention to the meaning "to act" and then trace to the source of 
Chinese traditional drama. This is a deduction to the art idea that art comes of singing and dancing. The poetry theory of 
Confucianism and the cultural context in the early 20th century impel the researchers to choose the theory of singing and 
dancing and abandon the theory of play. 
  
Because its compatibility, the word "Xi-ju"（戏剧） can be the embodiment of the spirit of Chinese traditional drama. 
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（戏剧网站案：为适应网络环境，原文中的着重号用下划线表示。） 
 
